


You may be asking yourself:You may be asking yourself:

What IS Thinkwell Media?

What ARE their capabilities?

Who really IS Jetpack Jenny?

Where IS she blasting off to?

To answer your questions, dear reader:To answer your questions, dear reader:

Thinkwell Media is an ACTION-PACKED full service 
creative production agency that specializes in visual 
storytelling and cutting-edge immersive experiences. 
Whether it’s for a mobile screen, massive screen, or 

multi-screen; inside a headset, at a theme park, or part 
of a museum exhibit; an integrated element of a live 

experience, or even a children’s coloring book -

we’ve got your back.
Speaking of... LOOK BEHIND YOU! THE NEGATROIDS ARE COMING!

@thinkwell_media @thinkwellmedia

media@thinkwellgroup.com

Contact us now, and help make the 
world safe for creativity again!
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Let me tell you the story of

how I got that jetpack...

Hi, I’m Jenny. That’s me f lying.
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As a kid, I loved 
marshmallows. 

So squishy!
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I also loved coming up with cool ideas.
It made me feel like I could f ly!
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But as I 
grew up, 
so did my 
inner critic.
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and it wasn’t just me.
Everyone was infected ...

That cruel voice in your head that 
crushes new ideas before they can grow.
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NEGATROIDS

NEGATROIDS

NEGATROIDSTHETHE

The earth became so toxic that the 
ground cracked open and unleashed --

And they had REALLYAnd they had REALLY  BAD BREATH!BAD BREATH!

Nasty creatures that fed on the dark Nasty creatures that fed on the dark 
energy of creative destruction...energy of creative destruction...
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And alone.

I tried to stop them. I tried to stop them. 
But I was surrounded.But I was surrounded.
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Everyone else had 
become paralyzed,

turned into Nega-Drones.
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Then, I had an idea...
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So I went 
blasting off...
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I f lew to the moon...
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where I found a 
Storyteller...
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On the 
mountains 
of Mars, I 
chatted 
with a Maker...
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Then, in the clouds of 
Venus, I met a Dreamer...…
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And in the 
rings of 
Saturn,
I connected 
with the 
Thinker.
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We confronted the Negatroids --
but their terrible teeth seemed 

unstoppable.
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The team huddled to brainstorm, and inspiration came 
in a FLash! The solution was simple and sweet-- my 

favorite childhood treat. 
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MARSHMALLOWS!
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We heated 
them up to 
be all sticky 
and gooey –
and launched 
them into the 
maws of the 
monsters.
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The marshmallow missles 
gummed up their jaws. 
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And they ran away.
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The world was once again 
safe for creativity.
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That’s how I got my jetpack - 
and assembled my team.
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Next Issue: Join Jenny for some 
serious Monkey Business!
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